Abstract. In this paper, the author proves a k-CSP that the support of its predicate C can be disguised to a balanced pairwise independent distribution is approximation resistant under the standard assumption N P = P . The main ingredients of the paper include a key issue in dictator test that disguises the questions of the verifier to a balanced pairwise independent distribution and a variance-style theorem to eliminate correlation of answers of all players based on Label-Cover and its reflection version, which does not rely on the technique of direct sum that requires the subgroup property. On the other hand, the author shows that the gap problem of this type of k-CSP can be solved by Hast's SDP algorithm in polynomial time efficiently, when the support of C is combined by the grounds of three truncated biased pairwise independent distributions and the three biases satisfy certain conditions. Thus, the author settles the longstanding open problem in computational complexity theory, i.e., N P = P .
Introduction
Max k-CSP is the task of satisfying the maximum fraction of constraints when each constraint involves k variables. Previous works focused on CSPs whose constraints involve the same number k of literals, and each constraint accepts the same collection C ⊆ G k of local assignments. A related question is to identify constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) that are extremely hard to approximate, so much so that they are NP-hard to approximate better than just outputting a random assignment. Such CSPs are called approximation resistant; famous examples include Max 3-SAT and Max 3-XOR [5] . A lot is known about such CSPs of arity at most four. But for higher arity, results have been scattered.
To make progress, conditional results are obtained assuming the Unique Game Conjecture (UGC) of [9] . Under UGC, [8] shows that a CSP is approximation resistant if its predicate supports a balanced pairwise independent distribution. and [3] shows that a CSP is approximation resistant if its predicate without shift supports a biased pairwise independent distribution. However, the UGC remains uncertain, and it is desirable to look for new hardness reduction techniques.
In a recent work [2] , Chan obtains a general criterion for approximation resistance, and settle the NP-hardness of Max k-CSP (up to a constant factor and modulo P = N P ). He shows hardness for CSPs whose domain is an abelian group G, and whose predicate C ⊆ G k is a subgroup satisfying a condition that its predicate supports a balanced pairwise independent distribution.
A random assignment satisfies |C|/|G| k fraction of constraints in expectation, so his hardness ratio is tight. Like [8] , he actually shows hereditary approximation resistance, i.e., any predicate containing a pairwise independent subgroup also yields an approximation resistant CSP. Compared with [8] 's, his result requires an abelian subgroup structure on the predicate, but avoids their UGC assumption.
In this paper, the author generalizes Chan's result by proving another sufficient condition for approximation resistance: a k-CSP with the support of its predicate that need not to be a subgroup is approximation resistant under the standard assumption of N P = P , if the support can be disguised to a balanced pairwise independent distribution. The author proves a variance-style theorem to eliminate correlation of answers of all players based on Label-Cover and its reflection version, which does not rely on the technique of direct sum in [2] that requires the subgroup property. Theorem 1. Let k be an sufficiently large integer, and C be a subset of G k that can be disguised to a balanced pairwise independent distribution. For arbitrarily small constant ǫ, it is NP-hard to decide the following two cases given a Max C instance M .
In addition, the author shows that the gap problem of this type of k-CSP can be solved by a SDP algorithm [11, 12] in polynomial time efficiently, when the support of C is combined by the grounds of three truncated biased pairwise independent distributions and the three biases satisfy certain conditions. Thus, the author settles the longstanding open problem in computational complexity theory, i.e., N P = P .
This work has an origin that conditionally strengthens the previous known hardness for approximating Min 2-Lin-2 and Min Bisection, assuming a claim that refuting Unbalanced Biased Max 3XOR is NP-hard on average [1] . In this paper, the author defines "bias" to be a parameter of pairwise independent subset (distribution), while he defines "bias" to be the fraction of variables assigned to value 1 in [1] . Both the author's work and Chan's work borrow the idea of blocking map in dictator test from [6] , which proves a new point of NP-hardness of UG Problem using Moshkovitz and Raz Theorem [7] other than the point of NP-hardness implied by the work of [5] . The author notices biased pairwise independent has been defined in [3] , but they do not assert their distribution contains the polar k-tuple (−1, · · · , −1), whereas the author assumes the biased pairwise independent distributions do contain the two polar k-tuples (1, · · · , 1) and (−1, · · · , −1).
Techniques
In recent years, both Unique-Games-based conditional results and unconditional NP-hardness of Max k-CSP has been developed, due to the development of dictator test and proof composition techniques.
To illustrate, consider Håstad's reduction from Label-Cover to Max 3-XOR. For our discussion, think of Label-Cover as a two-party game, where two parties try to convince a verifier that a Max-CSP instance L has a satisfying assignment A. The verifier randomly picks a clause Q from L and randomly a variable u from Q. The verifier then asks for the satisfying assignment A(Q) to the clause from one party and the assignment A(u) to the variable from the other party. The verifier is convinced(and accepts)if A(Q) and A(u) agree at their assignment to u.
When Label-Cover is reduced to Max 3-XOR, the above two-party game is transformed into a three-player game. The verifier now asks for a boolean reply from each player, and will accept or reject based on the XOR of the replies. Therefore the verifier will choose a subset z (1) of assignments to u and ask the first player whether A(u) ∈ z (1) . The verifier also chooses two subsets z (2) , z (3) of satisfying assignments to Q and asks the other two players whether A(Q) ∈ z (2) and A(Q) ∈ z (3) . The subsets z (1) , z (2) , z (3) will be chosen carefully in a correlated way, and constitute a dictator test.
In his work, Chan views a Max k-CSP instance as a k-player game, and reduces soundness by a technique called direct sum. Direct sum is like parallel repetition, aiming to reduce soundness by asking each player multiple questions at once. However, with direct sum each player gives only a single answer, namely the sum of answers to individual questions.
Unable to decrease soundness directly, he instead demonstrates randomness of replies. The crucial observation is that correlation never increases with direct sum. It remains to show that, in the soundness case of a single game, we can isolate any player of our choice, so that his/her reply becomes uncorrelated with the other k − 1 replies after secret shifting. Then the direct sum of k different games will isolate all players one by one, eliminating any correlation in their shifted replies. He proves the main result using the canonical composition technique. In the soundness analysis of the dictator test, he invoke an invariancestyle theorem, based on [6] . He shows invariance for the correlation rather than the objective value.
The author observes that we can modify Chan's invariance-style theorem by isolating any player one by one in order to eliminate correlation of replies of the players, which takes the role of the technique of direct sum that requires the subgroup property. The author's work also borrows the idea of blocking map in dictator test from [6] , using Moshkovitz and Raz Theorem [7] on Label-Cover and its reflection version. Compared with this work, Chan only uses Moshkovitz and Raz Theorem [7] on standard Label-Cover.
In the dictator test, the author disguises the questions of the verifier to a balanced pairwise independent distribution instead of passing the questions to the provers directly. A key observation is that if the support of C is combined by the grounds of three truncated biased pairwise independent distributions and the three biases satisfy certain conditions, the Fourier expansion of C satisfies that a linear combination of the linear terms and bi-linear terms are positive, and can be solved by Hast's SDP Algorithm that beats a random assignment.
Preliminaries
As usual, let [q] = {1, ..., q}. Throughout this paper, let G = {1, −1}, here 1 represent "0/false" and -1 represent "1/true" in standard Boolean algebra.
Denote
. Random variables are denoted by italic boldface letters, such as x. Denote the set of probability distributions over G by
Given two random variables x and y on Σ, their statistical distance d(x, y) is the statistical distance of their underlying distributions,
Define the trivial character χ of G be χ ≡ 1, and the non-trivial character
The following lemma is well known, see e.g. [10] Claim 33.
Lemma 1. Given two random variables x and y on
We now define maximum constraint satisfaction problem Max C given by a predicate C. By the size of a constraint satisfaction problem (including LabelCover),we mean the number of constraints/edges. We say it is NP-hard to (c, s)-decide a Max-CSP if given an instance M of the CSP, it is NP-hard to decide whether the best assignment to M satisfies at least c fraction of constraints, or at most s fraction. The parameters c and s are known as completeness and soundness, respectively. The hardness ratio is s/c.
Let
k is a k-tuple of shifts. We think of an instance as a k-player game: a constraint is tuple of questions to the k players, and an assignment f i : V i → G is a strategy of player i. Upon receiving a variable v i , player i responds with
The k players aim to satisfy the maximum fraction of constraints. The value of the game, denoted by val(M ), is the maximum possible
The shifts specify whether the literals are positive or negative. Note that a game without shifts is trivial, since players have a perfect strategy by always answering 1. The shifts, unknown to the players, make the game challenging. The shift of all k players is a uniformly random variable over G.
Let ϕ be a distribution over G k , the ground of ϕ is defined as
where p(a) = γ if a = 1 and p(a) = 1 − γ if a = −1, and z is a random element drawn from G k according to ϕ. The constant 0 < γ < 1 is called bias of ϕ. If γ = 1/2, we say ϕ is balanced pairwise independent.
For sake of the construction of our dictator test, we give the following definition.
Definition 2. Given m distributions ϕ i over G k with disjoint grounds G ϕi , let ψ is a distribution over [m], and ϕ be the distribution over G k such that
If ϕ is balanced pairwise independent, we say G ϕ can be disguised by ψ to a balanced pairwise independent distribution.
When there is no prefect strategy, the shifted replies f (v)b may not have perfect correlation. We measure correlation of the best strategy by the following quantity.
Definition 3. Given Max C instance M and character χ, let
where the maximum is over assignments f i : V i → G.
As usual, an instance of Label-Cover LC R,dR is a bipartite graph ((U (A(u)) = A(v) .
The following theorem of Moshkovitz and Raz [7] asserts hardness of LabelCover.
Theorem 2. For some 0 < c < 1 and some g(n) = (logn) c , for any σ = σ(n) ≥ exp(−g(n)), there are d, R ≤ exp(poly(1/σ)) such that the problem of deciding a 3-SAT instance with n variables can be Karp-reduced in poly(n) time to the problem of (1, σ)-deciding a LC R,dR instance L of size n 1+o (1) . Furthermore, L is a bi-regular bipartite graph with left-degrees d L = poly(1/σ) and right-degrees
) is the bipartite graph ((V (1) , V (2) ),ê). Vertices from V (1) and V (2) are variables with domain [dR] . There is an edgeê = (
is an edge in L (2) . Let π 1 and π 2 be the d-to-1 map associated with (u, v 1 ) and (u, v 2 ) respectively, the edge e = (v 1 , v 2 ) u in R is associated with a d-to-d mapπ :
We can prove the following lemma. For any u ∈ U and t ∈ [R], let A 1 (u) = t in probability P[A(v 1 ) ∈ π −1 (u,v1) (t)], where v 1 ∈ V (1) and (u, v 1 ) is an edge of
, and A 2 (u) = t in probability P[A(v 2 ) ∈ π −1 (u,v2) (t)], where v 2 ∈ V (2) and (u, v 2 ) is an edge of L (2) . Let A ′ be the random assignment: A ′ (u) = A 1 (u) in probability 1/2 and A ′ (u) = A 2 (u) in probability 1/2.
). Let A be an assignment of variables in V (1) and V (2) . Then there is a random assignment A ′ of variables in U such that the expected fraction of satisfied constraint in L
(1) (and L (2) ) under A and A ′ is no less than half of the fraction of satisfied constraint inL under A.
Our reduction from Label-Cover to Max C produces an instance that is a k-partite hypergraph on the vertex set V 1 ∪ · · · ∪ V k . The j-th vertex set V j is U × G R , obtained by replacing each vertex in U with a R-ary hypercube. Any other vertex set V i is a copy of V × G dR , obtained by replacing each vertex in V with a dR-ary hypercube. All vertices are variables with domain G. We think of an assignment to variables in u ∈ V j as a function f j,u : G R → G, and likewise an assignment to variables in v i ∈ V i as a function f i,vi : G dR → G.
For every k-tuple u, v i , the reduction introduces C-constraints on the (shifted versions of) η-noisy assignments f j,u and f i,vi , as specified by a dictator test T under blocking map π (u,vi) .
The following theorem, together with Theorem 2, implies Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Let k be a sufficiently large integer Let T be the test from Section 5. Suppose σ ≤ δη 2 τ /4(k − 1) 2 , where τ = τ (k, η, δ) is chosen to satisfy δ ≤ k4 k poly(1/η) √ τ in Theorem 4. The problem of (1, σ)-deciding a LC R,dR instance L can be Karp-reduced to the problem of deciding the following two cases given a Max C instance M where the support of C is a subset of G k and can be disguised to a balanced pairwise independent distribution.
Proof. LetL be the instance of Reflection Label-Cover derived from two copies of L, L (1) and L (2) . We consider all k-tuples u,
Completeness. Let A be an assignment L with value 1. Consider the assignment f j,u (z) = z A(u) , f i,vi (z) = z A(vi) . These are matching dictators since A satisfies the constraint on (u, v i ). Since all f j,u 's and f i,vi 's are folded, f j,u (zb j )b j = z A(u) , and f i,vi (zb i )b i = z A(vi) , for every k-tuple u, v i , at least 1 − kη fraction of the associated C-constraints from T are satisfied by f j,u 's and f i,vi 's.
Soundness. Notice the shifts can be ignored in the soundness analysis. We prove the countrapositive of M χ ≤ 2δ for all characters χ.
Suppose there are folded assignment f j,u :
where f u,vi = (f 1,w1 , · · · , f k,w k ) with w i = v i for i = j and w j = u. The RHS is at most E u,vi Bias T,χ (f u,vi ).
Therefore, at least δ fraction of k-tuples u, v i satisfy Bias T,χ (f u,vi ) > δ. We call such k-tuples good.
As proof of Theorem A.2 in [2] , generate a random assignment A of L (and L) such that for any i ∈ [k]\j,
and such that for any
For any good k-tuples u, v i , by Theorem 5, some i = j satisfies
In the first case, we call the k-tuple j-good, and in the second case, we call the k-tuple i-good. Let # j and # i be the fraction of j-good k-tuples and i-good k-tuples respectively. Suppose # j ≥ δ/2. If a k-tuple is j-good, there is a u and v i in the k-tuple
)'s map to at least # i fraction of edges inL, the expected fraction of satisfied constraints inL exceeds δη 2 τ /2(k −1) 2 . By Lemma 2, there is a random assignment A ′ of variables in U such that if we assign values to variables in V (1) according to A and to variables in U according to A ′ , the fraction of satisfied constraints in L (1) exceeds δη 2 τ /4(k−1) 2 , hence the expected fraction of satisfied constraints in L exceeds δη 2 τ /4(k − 1)
2 Therefore, for any good k-tuple, the expected fraction of satisfied constraints in L exceeds δη 2 τ /4(k − 1) 2 ≥ σ. Now, fix assignments f j,u : V j → G and f i,vi :
Let a be a uniformly random element in
⊓ ⊔
Dictator Test
Theorem 3 is based on a natural dictator test T , which we now describe. The goal of this chapter is to construct a test T satisfying the completeness and soundness properties for a restricted class of functions.
Construction
We will compose a k-player dictator test with a Label-Cover instance and its reflection version, which is a game involving the clause party and the variable party. Before composition, the clause party replies over alphabet [dR] and the variable party replies over alphabet [R] . Both alphabets are partitioned into R blocks, each of which has size 1 for the variable party and size d for the clause party. For example, the t-th block
as the subset if the clause party's alphabet associated with the variable party's answer t ∈ [R]. After composition, the players replies over domain G. On the Label-Cover instance, we single out player j as the lonely player, who is in the variable party, all players i = j are in the clause party. On Reflection LabelCover instance, player i = j is in the variable party, and all players i ′ ∈ [k]\{j, i} are in the clause party.
A k-player j-lonely d-blocked C-test T is a k-tuple of random variables
The test satisfies the completeness property: If players use strategies f i : G Di → G that are "matching dictators" at the same block, the test accepts with high probability, say with probability c ≈ 1. The test also satisfies the soundness property: If players use strategies far from matching dictators, then a player i's replay should be uncorrelated with all other player's replies.
The correlated random variables z = (z (1) , · · · , z k) ) in our test will be independent across the R blocks. Each block is chosen from a block distribution µ over
Therefore z is drawn from the product distribution T = µ ⊗R . We think of z as an R × k matrix where blocks are rows, and the i-th columns is a string in G diR . Entries in the matrix have different lengths: an entry in column j is an element from G, while entries elsewhere are from G d . Suppose C can be disguised by a distribution ψ over [m] to a balanced pairwise independent distribution. The distribution µ will be the distribution of choosing k-tuples z 1 , · · · , z di from C according to ϕ, conditioned on the tuples agreeing at position j. The tuples together represent an element in
because any position other that j get a sequence of d i elements from G, while position j gets the common element of the tuples. Since C is disguised, the i-th column is uniformly random over G Di . In fact, more is more is true: Looking only at column j and any other column i of a single block, the marginal distribution is uniformly random over G × G di . We call this property "pairwise independent at column j". Looking only at column i = j and any other column i ′ = j, i of a single block, the marginal distribution is uniformly random over G di × G d i ′ . We call this property "pairwise independent at column i". . Let ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 and ϕ 3 be three truncated distributions over G ϕi ⊆ G γi respectively. Let C = G ϕ1 ∪ G ϕ2 ∪ G ϕ3 . Let P
(1) (y) and P (2) (y) be the linear term and bi-linear term in the Fourier expansion of C, where y ∈ C.
We can prove the following lemma. When ρ 1 , ρ 2 and ρ 3 are small, we can determine the three probabilities in ψ such that ρ 2 −1/2 ≈ 1/2−ρ 1 and 1/2−ρ 3 ≈ 1/2(1/2 − ρ 1 ). λP
(1) (y) + P (2) (y) > ι for any y ∈ G ϕ1 ∪ G ϕ2 , and λP (1) (y) + P (2) (y) > ζ for any y ∈ G ϕ3 , where ζ and ι are two constants dependent on k satisfying 0 < ι ≪ ζ.
Lemma 3. Assume k is a large prime, there are three constants ρ 1 , ρ 2 and ρ 3 satisfying 0 < ρ 1 < ρ 3 < 1/2, ρ 2 > 1/2, a constant λ dependent on k, and a distribution ψ over [3] such that: 1.C can be disguised by ψ to a balanced pairwise independent distribution.
2.λP
(1) (y) + P (2) (y) > 0 for any y ∈ C.
By Lemma 3, given an instance M of Max C, for arbitrarily small constant ǫ, it is NP-hard to decide the following two cases: val(M ) ≥ 1 − ǫ; val(M ) ≤ |C|/2 k + ǫ. On the other hand, Hast's SDP Algorithm returns a solution of M with value at least |C|/2 k + κ, where κ is a constant dependent on k [11, 12] . The proof of Corollary 1 is completed.
